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Abstract. An efficient method for the aeroelastic analysis of wind effects on inflatable 
structures is presented. The solution scheme is staggered and uses an explicit finite-element 
structural solver and potential flow aerodynamics. In order to take into account the essential 
features of the flow around blunt-shaped structures, a physics-based correction of the inviscid 
solution is proposed. The procedure involves automatic prediction of the detached flow areas 
(using Stratford’s criterion) and an empirical modification of the calculated pressure field 
intended to match the real viscous behavior. Several validation benchmarks and a realistic 
application example are presented. The results show the capability of the model to predict the 
wind loads on the structure with sufficient accuracy and low computational cost, making it 
possible to use aeroelastic analysis for routine calculation of inflatable structures.  
Keywords. Inflatable structures, wind loads, potential flow, viscous corrections. 
1 INTRODUCTION 
The discovery of new polymeric materials in the sixties triggered a rapid development of 
inflatable structures. The new materials enabled application of these structures to new and 
diverse fields. The success of inflatable structures stems mainly from the reduced amount of 
material needed to contain a given working volume. This results in low weight, efficient 
packaging and high portability. Furthermore, inflatable structures allow lower fabrication and 
maintenance costs with respect to conventional construction, while retaining reasonable service 
life and resistance to harsh environments. These characteristics have boosted the popularity of 
inflatables, which today have a wide range of applications in several fields, such as civil, naval 
and aerospace engineering, architecture, arts, entertainment and advertising, see for instance [1-
6]. 
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From the point of view of the analysis and design, inflatables present several specific 
challenges, such as the characterization of the materials and structural response (which are 
highly nonlinear), airtightness and shape stability in complex structures. In addition, multiple 
safety issues (e.g. fire, snow and wind) must be considered, often with a level of complexity 
exceeding the scope of standard analysis techniques developed for conventional structures. A 
typical case is the study of wind-induced phenomena. Since inflatables allow larger 
deformations and have a low inertial mass, the interaction between the structural deformations 
and the aerodynamic loads is potentially much more important than in stiffer structures. 
Traditionally, these effects have been studied experimentally (from simple in-situ 
measurements to costlier wind tunnel tests), but in the last decades numerical simulation is 
playing an increasingly important role [7]. 
The first numerical tools for fluid-structure interaction (FSI) analysis of inflatables date back 
to the early nineties, and were mainly intended for the simulation of parachutes. In these works, 
the air is modeled with potential flow and panel methods while finite element (FE) techniques 
are used for the structure. Since discretization of the surrounding fluid is not required in panel 
methods, the solution procedure is drastically simplified. This methodology has proven very 
effective for parachute analysis, particularly when applied to streamlined shapes where the flow 
is mostly attached [8-11]. More recently, panel methods have been also used for solving 
inflatable devices like airbags [12-14], but the application to external aerodynamics problems 
is quite limited due to flow detachment. Nonetheless, this issue can be still solved in the context 
of inviscid aerodynamics with the help of vortex methods [15-17]. These use free particles to 
model the vorticity in the boundary layers and wakes, without resorting to body-fitted grids for 
the entire fluid domain. This local meshless approach treats viscous effects and flow separation 
effectively. Although vortex methods have been applied mainly for parachute simulation [18], 
the increasing complexity of current numerical problems have turned this approach also 
attractive in other fields of science and engineering [17, 19, 20].  
Higher-fidelity FSI methods with full volume discretization allow for a more detailed modeling, 
but at the expense of a much higher computational cost. Typical approaches use interface-
tracking and interface-capturing techniques; as well as embedded grids [21-23]. Among them, 
a remarkable family of methods emerged in the context of the deforming-spatial-
domain/stabilized space-time (DSD/SST) technique [24, 25]. There are also different 
partitioned approaches that have been developed for inflatable membrane structures [26, 27], 
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meshless techniques [28, 29] and numerous successful applications of commercial software 
such as LS-DYNA® [30], Ansys® CFX [31], Fluent [32], Tdyn [3] and Abaqus [6]. 
In the context of practical design, time and computer resources are limited and multiple studies 
are often required to assess sensitivities. Hence, methods that yield acceptable accuracy while 
minimizing the solution cost are necessary. This is especially important, because many of the 
companies manufacturing inflatable structures are work with tight budgets. Furthermore, the 
potential users of the analysis software usually have little training in continuum mechanics and 
numerical analysis, and this necessitates simple modeling approaches with minimal user 
intervention. To reach this balance, the International Center for Numerical Methods in 
Engineering (CIMNE) and the Escola Superior d’Enginyeries Industrial, Aeroespacial i 
Audiovisual de Terrassa (ESEIAAT) have been developing efficient design tools, mainly 
intended for ram-air parachutes. The solution approach is based on potential flow aerodynamics 
(a low-order panel method), explicit FE structural dynamics and staggered FSI coupling; see 
[33] and recent validation results in [34]. In the present work, this methodology is extended for 
the simulation of wind effects on inflatable structures. To this end, the special features of the 
flow around blunt body shapes are taken into account by applying semi-empirical corrections 
to the inviscid flow field. The goal is to simulate the main features of the real flow while keeping 
the efficiency of the underlying inviscid solver. The proposed methodology is described in 
Sections 2 and 3, and several numerical examples are presented in Section 4 to illustrate the 
performance achieved. The most relevant conclusions are outlined in Section 5. 
2 OVERVIEW OF THE SIMULATION APPROACH  
The solution methodology was described in [33] and the especial features implemented to 
address practical requirements in the simulation of inflatable structures are summarized below. 
2.1 Structural modeling  
The structural solver is based on a large-displacement dynamic FE formulation. Since cables 
and membranes lack bending stiffness and buckle under compressive loads, a wrinkling model 
is used to correct the elemental stresses. When computing stresses small tensile strains are 
assumed, but arbitrarily large compressive strains are allowed to account for wrinkling. The 
equations are advanced in time with an explicit second-order scheme. While this integrator is 
only conditionally stable (thus limiting the time increment) it is robust and efficient when 
applied to highly nonlinear problems. A numerical dissipation model with Rayleigh damping 
and bulk viscosity is used to control local high-frequency modes that are not well resolved by 
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the staggered coupling adopted. While simple and inexpensive, this approach requires attention 
while setting the damping parameters to prevent spurious effects on the results. More 
specifically, the mass-proportional damping term has, by far, the greatest potential for 
contaminating the solution. Some guidelines for tuning these parameters are given in [33, 35]. 
The solver models cables, membranes and 3D solids using 2-node linear, 3-node triangular and 
4-node tetrahedral elements, respectively. When applied to inflatable structures, line elements 
are used for simulating the structure anchoring and stabilization cables, also the fabric seams 
and reinforcement tapes. The fabric is modeled with triangle elements; if the mesh contains 
quadrilaterals (this choice is often preferred for aerodynamic purposes) these are automatically 
split into triangles for analysis. The solid tetrahedral elements model ballasts and any other 
suitable components. If the deformations of the parts discretized with volume elements are 
small in comparison with the rest of the structure, groups of solid elements can be lumped into 
rigid bodies to reduce the number of degrees of freedom. 
Different types of kinematic constraints and analytical contact with pre-defined surfaces are 
available to accommodate the different support conditions found in real life. In addition, it is 
possible to prescribe time-varying tube pressurization (for inflation and deflation analyses) and 
several types of distributed loads (e.g. fixed-direction and follower) to simulate wind and snow 
actions. 
2.2 Aerodynamic modeling  
The flow solver is a low-order unsteady panel method with doublets and sources. The constant 
strength panels lower the complexity and computational cost. In addition, the discretization is 
simpler because exact matching between panels is not required. In order to model the wake, a 
time-steeping technique is used to account for rollup. Unsteady added mass effects are also 
simulated; and drag forces on cables and simple bodies can be accounted for by means of 
experimental coefficients and functions easily obtained from the literature. For the present 
work, the unsteady capabilities of the solver have not been used. All the results presented come 
from steady-state computations. 
In order to model the effects of atmospheric boundary layers, an exponential wind profile has 
been implemented according to the Eurocode 1 standards (EN 1991-1-4: wind actions, see 
[36]). Notice that, in the context of potential flow, atmospheric boundary layers can be 
approximated as a constant far-field inflow velocity plus a local velocity correction at the 
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surface of the structure that depends on the distance to the ground. Hence, the far-field 
irrotational flow is preserved. 
Although simple and effective, the inviscid solution approach described is only suitable for 
solving smooth flows (i.e., over streamlined bodies). Since viscous detachment cannot be 
neglected in blunt inflatable structures, a methodology to include this effect on the computed 
loads is presented below. 
3 FLOW DETACHMENT CORRECTION  
High-Reynolds flows around blunt bodies are characterized by extensive and well-defined areas 
of detached flow. In these problems, experiments show that the velocity and pressure fields on 
areas where the boundary layer remains attached do not differ much from an inviscid solution. 
The differences arise when the flow separates. Then, the pressure recovery downstream of the 
separation point stops and the time-average pressure in the near-wake becomes almost constant. 
Since in blunt body problems pressure is the main contribution to the aerodynamic forces, these 
experimental observations suggests a simple correction of the inviscid solution. First, at the 
beginning of each time step, the inviscid solution is used to predict the flow separation points. 
Next, the inviscid pressures downstream of the detachment area are corrected by keeping their 
value constant. Finally, the corrected pressure field is smoothed and transferred to the FE solver 
to calculate the structural response. It should be noted that smoothing is not strictly necessary, 
as it has little effect on the overall loads used for sizing. However, 2-3 passes are convenient to 
ensure a smooth pressure field in the detached area, especially when coarse grids are employed. 
The smoothing procedure uses nodal pressure averaging with element area weighting.  
In order to determine where the flow around a body is likely to detach, there are numerous 
methods in the literature that combine approximate boundary layer solutions and empirical data 
to derive practical separation criteria [37, 38] . In this work, Stratford’s method [39] is used. It 
is fast to compute and reasonably accurate. Furthermore, it only requires the inviscid pressure 
distribution on the body. Since Stratford’s separation criterion was developed for two-
dimensional and axisymmetric problems [40], it is applied along the flow streamlines. The 
procedure presented accounts for fully turbulent and laminar-turbulent flows (using Michel’s 
transition method [41]) and yields an averaged (quasi-steady) pressure field accounting for flow 
separation effects. The main implementation details of the method are described next. 
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3.1 Streamline calculation 
The first step for the correction of the inviscid solution is to recover the flow streamlines. To 
this end, the inviscid solver provides the instantaneous velocity and pressure at the center of 
each panel in the body surface (triangles or quadrilaterals). The velocity field is normalized and 
a linked-list is constructed to identify, for each surface panel i, its corresponding downstream 
panel i+1. The latter is the neighboring panel j that maximizes ∆ ∙ 𝑼 , where ∆
𝒙 𝒙 / 𝒙 𝒙  is the unit vector linking the panels’ centers and 𝑼  denotes the 
normalized velocity vector at i. The search is performed over the nearest panels, skipping those 
already tagged. Panels where flow reversal takes place are also marked at this stage.   
Using the linked-list above, the streamlines are constructed starting from the forward stagnation 
areas until there are no remaining downstream panels or flow reversal occurs (which indicates 
the rear stagnation area has been reached). In this way, the panel entries along each streamline 
are ordered in the flow direction and ready for application of Stratford’s criterion. The 
additional information needed for finding the separation points is the location of the panels’ 
centers 𝒙 , their velocity modulus 𝑈  (which corresponds to the velocity at the outer edge of the 
boundary layer) and pressure coefficients 𝐶𝑝 . 
3.2 Prediction of separation points 
Stratford’s model predicts the detachment of incompressible high-Reynolds flows using a two-
layer approach. Closer to the surface, in the inner part of the boundary layer, the pressure forces 
are balanced with the gradient of the viscous shear-stress (inertial forces are negligible). In the 
outer layer, on the other hand, the flow is assumed nearly inviscid, and the pressure forces are 
balanced against inertial forces by variation of the dynamic pressure. The model formulation 
and several validation examples are given in [39]. Extensions to account for compressibility 
effects can be also found in [38]. In the present work, the guidelines given in [37, 42] are 
followed with the objective to emphasizing the implementation aspects.   
Following with the data described in the previous section, it is assumed that the points 𝒙  along 
each streamline can be connected by straight lines, so that the distance between them is 
approximately the Euclidean distance between the panels’ centers x (the surface discretization 
is considered smooth). Hence, in coordinates along the streamline, the first point (stagnation 
point) is located at its origin, i.e. 𝑥 0, and the position of the downstream points i = 1,2,…n 
is calculated as 𝑥 𝑥 | 𝒙 𝒙 |. Using these coordinates, the position of the point of 
maximum velocity 𝑥  can be also determined. In addition, since the boundary layer can start 
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laminar and then become turbulent, a transition location 𝑥 𝑥  at which the flow suddenly 
switches to fully turbulent is introduced in the analysis. This can be prescribed (user-input) or 
calculated with a suitable transition criterion. The downstream position of the separation point 
𝑥  is the problem solution. All these points characterizing the actual boundary layer under 
analysis are plotted in Figure 1 against 1 ?̅?𝑝 . Here, ?̅?𝑝  is the pressure coefficient at a 
point 𝑥 , referred to the conditions at the point of maximum velocity 𝑥 . It is calculated as 
?̅?𝑝 𝑝 𝑝 𝑞  1⁄ 𝑞 𝑞⁄ , where 𝑝  and 𝑞  are the static and dynamic pressures at 𝑥  
and 𝑝  and 𝑞  are the same variables measured at point 𝑥 . The function 1 ?̅?𝑝  is zero at 
the forward stagnation point, one at the point of maximum velocity and go back to zero at the 
rear stagnation point in an ideal case with complete pressure recovery.  
 
Figure 1. Actual and equivalent pressure distributions along a streamline and characteristics points [42]. 
An additional coordinate system ?̅? is depicted in Figure 1. It is intended for more general 
analyses accounting for boundary layer transition and favorable pressure gradients in the 
turbulent region (the original criterion only applies to fully turbulent boundary layers with 
adverse pressure gradients). To this end, Stratford made the assumption that at 𝑥 𝑥  the 
actual velocity profile can be assimilated to that of a flat-plate turbulent boundary layer whose 
leading edge is located at a downstream position ?̅? 𝑥 ?̅? . Hence, ?̅?  is the length of an 
equivalent constant pressure region over which a turbulent boundary layer would develop the 
same momentum thickness 𝜃 as the actual laminar-turbulent boundary layer over the distance 
𝑥 . The velocity profile at this point is approximated by a power-law 𝑢/𝑈 𝑦 𝛿⁄ / . With 
these considerations, the Stratford’s criterion for obtaining the location of the separation point 
can be expressed as [42]  
    
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where subscript s indicates values measured at the separation point.  𝑅𝑒 𝑈 ?̅? /𝜐, with 𝜐 
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In Eq. (1), the experimental parameter 𝛽 depends on the shape of the boundary layer near 
separation. Values of 𝛽 0.66 and 0.73 are suggested in [39] for cases where 𝑑 ?̅?𝑝/𝑑𝑥 0 
and 𝑑 ?̅?𝑝/𝑑𝑥 0, respectively. The parameter n determines the shape of the equivalent 
boundary layer at ?̅? , but it has not a marked effect for typical applications where 6 𝑛 8. 
Following [42], a value 𝑛 6 is adopted here. It should be noted that other values of 𝑛 may 
affect to some extent the validity of the separation criterion because of the formal restriction 
?̅?𝑝 𝑛 2 / 𝑛 1  imposed in the model to join the inner and outer layers. Using the 
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Experimental observations show that S(x) increases as detachment is approached and decreases 
after separation. Therefore, Eq. (3) is evaluated at each point 𝑥  along the streamline starting 
from 𝑥 , and separation is predicted where S(x) reaches the indicated values. Some authors 
proposed to increase slightly S(x) to counteract the tendency of Stratford’s method to predict 
early separation. A value about S(x)0.5 is suggested in [40, 43] to improve the agreement with 
experiments. The effects of this change are explored in Section 4. 
The first and second derivatives of ?̅?𝑝 in Eq. (3) are calculated using second-order forward, 
central and backward differences. To this end, since the points 𝑥  are not equally spaced along 
the streamline, a second-order polynomial is fitted around the point of interest and the 
derivatives are then computed from the latter (finite differences by polynomials [44]). Higher-
order approximations were also tested, but they had a very limited impact on the results. 
Regarding the length of the equivalent boundary layer ?̅?  needed to calculate 𝑅𝑒 in Eq. (3), 
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where the transition location 𝑥  can be defined by the user or determined from the actual flow 
conditions using a suitable transition criterion. Michel’s method [41] is employed here. It is 
based on a correlation for the local momentum thickness given by 
 0.4,t ,
( ) ( )





   , (5) 
where the subscript t denotes values measured at 𝑥  and the momentum thickness at each station 
𝜃 𝑥  can be calculated, for example, using Thwaite’s method [42] 
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A modified version of Eq. (5) is proposed in [45]. This correlation, valid for Reynolds number 
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Although a more extensive analysis would be necessary, initial tests using Eqs. (5) and (7) in 
cases of smooth flows have led to similar results. The integrals in Eqs. (4) and (6) are calculated 
along the streamline using the trapezoidal rule. 
Finally, it is important to note that the separation distance ?̅?  predicted by Eq. (3) must be 
corrected to take into account the actual boundary layer length. Since ?̅? ?̅? 𝑥 𝑥  (see 
Figure 1), the real separation distance is 𝑥 𝑥 ?̅? ?̅? .  
4 NUMERICAL RESULTS  
Several application examples are presented in this section. First, four validation benchmarks 
are intended to assess the flow correction and discuss the relevant parameters. The models 
employed are rigid and range from simple bodies to a more representative open shelter 
structure. The final example is a realistic test where the methodology is applied to the coupled 
aeroelastic solution of an inflatable hangar subject to steady lateral wind. 
4.1 Validation examples I: basic flows 
The first test case is a circular cylinder in crossflow. The model has diameter 𝐷 1 m, span 
𝑏 5 m and endplates are used to make the flow two-dimensional. The discretization consists 
of 1553 quadrilateral panels and the simulations involve supercritical flows with Reynolds 
numbers 𝑅𝑒  0.73, 3.49 and 8.27 million. Laminar-turbulent and fully-turbulent flows are 
considered. The results are compared with experimental data given in [46] for a Mach number 
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𝑀 0.177. Figure 2 shows the tests model with the calculated detached flow area (colored in 
red) and the resulting 𝐶𝑝 distribution (i.e. after detachment correction). The wind flows in the 
positive x-direction. 
 
Figure 2. Circular cylinder at Re=3.49M. Detached flow area (colored in red, left) and corrected Cp 
distribution (right). 
The pressure distribution on a cylinder cross-section is compared with experimental data in 
Figure 3 ( is measured clockwise from the leading edge). The assumption of an initially 
laminar boundary layer that transitions to turbulent further downstream is satisfactory for 
𝑅𝑒 0.73 10 , but fully-turbulent flow yields better results for higher values of 𝑅𝑒 . The 
figure demonstrates improved agreement with experimental results using the separation 
criterion 𝑆 𝑥 0.5 [39, 43]. In such case, differences between the calculated and experimental 
pressure distributions are below 10%.  
Figure 4 illustrates the evolution of the separation point and the pressure drag of the cylinder 
(the experimental 𝐶  values correspond to those obtained from integration of static pressures 
in [46]). For the cases studied, a laminar-turbulent boundary layer with transition at the suction 
peak is considered (tests with other transition criteria showed no appreciable differences on the 
results). The calculated separation point reasonably matches the experimental trend for 𝑅𝑒
 0.73 and 3.49M, and the maximum difference in 𝐶  is about 10% for the results obtained with 
𝑆 𝑥 0.5. However, a low sensitivity of the predicted separation point to changes in 𝑅𝑒 
increases the differences for 𝑅𝑒  8.27M. This may be caused by the transition criterion 
adopted, but also because Stratford’s variable 𝑆 𝑥  in Eq. (3) is more sensitive to the shape of 
the pressure distribution (which is the same for all the cases studied) than the 𝑅𝑒 number. If the 
inviscid pressure distribution fails to model the actual flow features outside the boundary layer 
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(mainly magnitude and position of the suction peak), an important part of the 𝑅𝑒 effects could 
be lost, causing the accuracy of the prediction method to degrade.  
 
Figure 3: Experimental and calculated Cp distributions for a circular cylinder in crossflow using different 
limits for the Stratford’s variable (0.35-0.39 and 0.5). Re = 0.73ꞏ106 (left) and Re 3.49ꞏ106 (right). 
 
Figure 4. Evolution of the cylinder separation point (left) and drag coefficient (right) with Re number. In 
the solutions calculated for the different values of the Stratford’s variable, the transition point is fixed at 
the suction peak and the calculated CD only takes into account the pressure force contribution. 
In this regard, lower accuracy can be expected in subcritical flows (𝑅𝑒 160 10 ), but 
errors in the inviscid 𝐶𝑝 distribution can also affect high-𝑅𝑒 flows, as shown in Figure 4. There, 
a transition closer to the stagnation point increases considerably the length and thickness of the 
turbulent boundary layer. This modifies the external flow field (far from the surface of the solid) 
causing differences with the potential solution, which does account for boundary layer 
thickness. Figure 5 illustrates this effect, showing the change in the experimental pressure 
distribution that occurs when 𝑅𝑒 increases from 3.49 to 8.27M. The suction peak reduces and 
there is early detachment, but the calculated solution cannot reproduce this trend (the maximum 
difference between calculated and experimental 𝐶𝑝 increases up to approximately 30%). 
Although the separation point prediction can be improved by adjusting 𝑆 𝑥 , the suction peak 
and the drag force would still be overestimated. As mentioned before, for the separation 
criterion to remain accurate the base 𝐶𝑝 distribution (e.g., the inviscid solution in our case) must 
account for the relevant 𝑅𝑒 effects in the problem. In cases where the inviscid 𝐶𝑝 deviates 
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considerably from the real pressure distribution, empirical pressure corrections based on the 
extent of the detached region could be applied upstream of the separation area to improve the 
accuracy. 
 
Figure 5. Effect of boundary layer thickening on the pressure distribution along a circular cylinder. Solid 
and dashed lines indicate numerical solutions calculated for different values of the Stratford’s variable. 
The next example involves an elliptical cylinder [47]. It has a minor-axis 𝐷 0.10 m (3.98 in), 
major-axis 𝐿 0.30 m (11.78 in) and span 𝑏 1.37 m (4.5 ft). The flow disturbance caused 
by this body is smaller than in the previous example, and the boundary layer separates near the 
trailing edge. The discretization consists of 1362 quadrilaterals and the Reynolds number based 
on D is 139ꞏ103. A laminar-turbulent boundary layer is assumed, with transition at the suction 
peak (this is close to the value 𝑥 𝐷⁄ 1.25 found in the experiments). Figure 6 compares 
pressure distributions calculated for different values of 𝑆 𝑥 . The agreement is satisfactory, and 
the criterion 𝑆 𝑥 0.5 yields better results again. The maximum difference between the 
calculated and experimental 𝐶𝑝 immediately after separation is about 12%, but then increases 
due to the appearance of flow reattachment in the experiment (not modeled by our method). 
The vertical dashed line in Figure 6 indicates the beginning of the experimental turbulent flow 
separation; the results in [47] show some scattering. 
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Figure 6. Elliptical cylinder in crossflow. Test model (left) and comparison of corrected Cp distributions 
with experimental results (right),  ReD=139K. Solid and dashed lines indicate the solutions obtained for 
different values of the Stratford’s variable. 
The third example involves the flow around a sphere. The model has 1297 quadrilaterals and 
the Reynolds number based on diameter is 420ꞏ103, near-critical and just after the drag crisis. 
The results are compared with experimental measurements from [48]. As shown in Figure 7, 
the computed pressure distribution has a small asymmetry (probably due to the unstructured 
grid used) and a slightly premature separation, as expected from Stratford’s method. This 
increases the computed pressure drag, but its value is still within the range observed in the 
experiments. Based on the frontal area, the 𝐶  calculated here is 0.22 (for 𝑆 𝑥 0.5) and 
values between 0.12-0.25 are given in [48] for the total sphere drag (the contribution of viscous 
friction is small). Hence, taking into account the typical scattering found in drag measurements 
near critical 𝑅𝑒, the results obtained are satisfactory. 
 
Figure 7: Flow around a sphere. Test model (left) and comparison of corrected Cp distributions (right) with 
experimental results, ReD=420K. Solid and dashed lines indicate the solutions obtained for different values 
of Stratford’s variable. 
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4.2 Validation example II: four-tube shelter model 
The flow around a rigid shelter is solved here. The reference results are from wind tunnel tests 
conducted during the European research project uLites [49] at the Inter-University Research 
Centre on Building Aerodynamics and Wind Engineering (CRIACIV) [50]. The model has 
length 𝐿 0.225 m, diameter 𝐷 0.450 m and is made of four tubes 0.050 m in diameter 
each. The incident wind is a 5.5 m/s constant profile with different orientation angles. The 
resulting test 𝑅𝑒 based on the shelter diameter is 171ꞏ103. The discrete model has 14407 
quadrilateral panels and a symmetry plane is used to simulate the ground surface (see Figure 
8). The flow is considered fully turbulent and values 𝑆 𝑥 0.35 0.39 are used in Stratford’s 
method. This setting, which attempts to reproduce the effect of upstream atmospheric 
turbulence in the experiments, delivered better results near the critical value of 𝑅𝑒 . 
 
Figure 8. Four-tubes shelter discrete model and symmetry plane. 
Lateral wind (=90º) is considered first. Figure 9 shows the separated flow area and the 
corrected pressure distribution. The latter is checked against experimental results in Figure 10. 
The agreement along most of Tube 2 is quite satisfactory (suction zone and separation point), 
although the rear pressure recovery is overestimated (Figure 10, right). This might be due to 
discontinuities of the streamlines in the rear part of the tubes due to crossflow coming from the 
inner surface of the shelter, a zone that cannot be properly resolved with an inviscid model. 
However, note that the pressure differences apparent in Figure 10 (right) are not expected to 
have major impact on the overall loads, as they act over limited areas of the structure. More 
important is the effect of crossflow along Tube 1 (Figure 10, left). Although in the windward 
direction the flow detaches at about 120º, matching the experimental value, the numerical 
solution predicts a very low pressure area to the right of the separation point due to the high 
velocity of the air coming from the lower side as it flows around the tube. This causes an 
excessive pressure drop where the internal and externals flows intermix. Note that the flow 
pattern in the rear part of Tubes 1 and 2 is very complex because there is a combination of air 
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flowing from the lower side  to the upper surface (circling around the edge of Tube 1) with 
impingement of the detached wake, which our model does not take into account. 
 
Figure 9: Detached flow zone (colored in red, top) and corrected Cp (bottom) calculated for =90º. 
In order to isolate the effects of the wind coming from the interior of the shelter (where the 
inviscid solution is not realistic), some tests have been performed using an enclosure. This 
consists of a couple of half-discs placed flush with the outer edges of Tubes 1 and 4, which 
resemble closely the effect of curtains acting as doors on a real hangar. The enclosure is 
intended to prevent the flow of air to pass from the lower side of the tubes (the interior of the 
hangar) to the upper surface, a phenomenon that in the open model creates an area of 
unrealistically high velocity on Tube 1. The results obtained show that using the enclosure the 
average magnitude of the 𝐶𝑝 error on the separated region falls considerably, from 1.5 on the 
open model (Figure 10, left ) to about 0.3 on the closed one (Figure 11). This seems a good 
modeling choice, yielding a reasonable approximation while remaining simple. It is important 
to stress that even higher-fidelity CFD methods struggle in this region, due to the unsteadiness 
of the flow field (see [50]).  
 
Figure 10. Experimental and calculated Cp distributions along Tube 1 (left) and Tube 2 (right), =90º. 
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Figure 11. Cp distributions along Tube 1, =90º (numerical results correspond to a closed model). 
Oblique-wind (=45º) effects are depicted in Figure 12 and Figure 13. The experimental data 
along Tube 4 (the windward cell) show early detachment (which could indicate near-critical 
flow) and a relatively low downstream pressure, probably caused by the air flowing 
longitudinally between the tubes (see Figure 13). The numerical solution shows a larger suction 
area with delayed detachment, and the downstream pressure is much lower due to high velocity 
air coming from the inner surface of the shelter (which is not well resolved by our method). 
The accordance along Tube 3 is better, although the rear pressure is somewhat reduced by the 
flow that detaches along the rear part of Tube 4. This effect also propagates, to a lesser extent, 
to Tubes 2 and 1. It should be noted that the experimental results in this example correspond to 
a relatively low 𝑅𝑒 number around the critical regime, where the accuracy of the separation 
criterion degrades. In addition, as explained above, the flow pattern in Tubes 1 and 2 is very 
complex due to the effect of the air flowing from the lower side of the hangar. There is also 
impingement of the detached wake from Tubes 3 and 4 and the effect of the ridges between 
tubes, which causes multiple instances of flow separation and reattachment (not taken into 
account by our model). However, it should be expected that a real hangar built with many more 
tubes (e.g. the H20 model of Section 4.3 has 11 tubes) will be much less sensitive to these 
inaccuracies, as they affect mostly the two tubes on the leeward side on the structure. In such 
cases, the relative size of the problematic area is smaller and the effect on the overall loads is 
limited.  
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Figure 12. Detached flow zone (colored in red, top) and corrected Cp (bottom) calculated for =45º. 
 
Figure 13. Experimental and calculated Cp distributions. From left to right: Tubes 4 and 3 (top) and Tubes 
2 and 1 (bottom), =45º. 
Finally, longitudinal wind (=0º) has been tested. In this case, the comparison appears severely 
affected by low-𝑅𝑒 effects. Note that since the diameter of Tube 4 facing the wind is the length 
governing the flow separation process, the characteristic 𝑅𝑒 (about 19.103) is much lower than 
in the previous cases. The results are presented in Figure 13 and Figure 14. In the experiment, 
the flow around Tube 4 is clearly subcritical (s < 80-90º [51]) and detaches prematurely. The 
pressure then remains almost constant downstream unless reattachment occurs (this is likely to 
happen to some degree downstream). As expected, the inviscid solution exhibits delayed 
separation, and this increases the suction along the shelter’s outer surface (this is more evident 
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for the tubes closer to the separation point). The solution accuracy could be improved by 
adjusting the separation limits 𝑆 𝑥 , or correcting the inviscid 𝐶𝑝 distribution upstream the 
separation point. However, this particular problem is not expected for the larger 𝑅𝑒 values 
typical of full-scale structures. 
 
Figure 14: Detached flow zone (colored in red, top) and corrected Cp (bottom) calculated for =0º. 
 
Figure 15: Experimental and calculated Cp distributions. From left to right: Tubes 4 and 3 (top) and Tubes 
2 and 1 (bottom), =0º. 
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4.3 Application example: two-way coupled solution of an inflatable hangar with wind 
loads 
A Buildair’s H20 inflatable hangar [52] subject to lateral wind (=90º) is studied here. The 
hangar’s internal width and height are 20.5 m and 10.25 m, respectively, and is made from 11 
tubes (3.5 m in diameter each) that make up a total length of 31.2 m. In the discrete model, 
21374 quadrilaterals are used for the fabric surfaces and 8014 line elements for the anchoring 
cables, fabric seams and reinforcements. A symmetry plane is included to model the ground 
surface. For the aerodynamic simulation, an atmospheric wind profile with basic velocity 90 
km/h is prescribed according to the EN 1991-1-4 standards (the location of the hangar is 
supposed to be Barcelona, Spain). The Reynolds number based on the outer hangar’s diameter 
is about 47ꞏ106. According to the previous results in high-Re flows, 𝑆 𝑥 0.5 is used in 
Stratford’s method and fully turbulent flow is assumed. The structure is attached to the ground 
at the corresponding anchoring points (treated as perfectly rigid) and a constant inflation 
pressure of 3000 Pa is applied to the tubes. The fabric is a pvc-coated polyester with a Young 
modulus of 0.38 GPa, 0.5 mm thickness and mass area density of 590 g/m2. The reinforcements 
have a Young modulus of 2.5 GPa, 2mm thickness, 50 mm width and linear mass density 85 
g/m; see [53] for further details. The model discretization is shown in Figure 16. 
 
Figure 16. Buildair’s H20 hangar discrete model and symmetry plane. 
The goal of the analysis is to determine the steady-state deformations and stresses caused by 
the wind loads described above. The steady two-way coupled solution requires 26 s of physical 
simulation time. This takes about 1 hour CPU-time running in a desktop computer with Intel 
Core2 Quad Processor Q9550 @ 2.83 GHz (using 4 cores). The predicted flow separation area 
and the corrected pressure field are shown in Figure 17. The solution captures the main features 
of the flow around the hangar satisfactorily. Small higher-pressure areas can be also observed 
in the rear of the hangar. These are not totally removed by the detachment correction, probably 
due to a stagnant flow that disrupts the streamlines over this zone. However, since only a very 
limited area is affected, the impact on the overall loads can be neglected.  
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Figure 17. H20 under lateral wind. Views of the detached flow area (colored in red, left) and the corrected 
Cp field (right) obtained for the steady-state problem solution. 
The steady pressure distribution calculated along the central tube (#6) is compared in Figure 18 
with higher-fidelity CFD results and standard design loads from EN 1991-1-4. The former, 
provided by the manufacturer, have been calculated using the incompressible Navier-Stokes 
solver Tdyn [3] with Spalart-Allmaras turbulence model and law-of-the-wall boundary 
conditions. The geometry used takes into account the steady deformed shape of the hangar. The 
standard design values are calculated for a geometrically similar structure. Although building 
regulations do not consider neither the exact shape of the hangar nor the aeroelastic 
redistribution of loads that takes place, these estimations are often used for fast preliminary 
design when specific results are not available. Hence, it is useful to have a measure of the 
differences to be expected in such cases. Moving forward, for the sake of brevity, we well refer 
to our steady aeroelastic computation as “coupled solution” while the high-fidelity CFD 
solution will be named “CFD”. 
 
Figure 18. Cp distributions calculated along the central tube of the hangar H20 for a lateral wind condition. 
Comparison of coupled solution with CFD and standard design loads. 
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Comparing our coupled solution with CFD calculations, it is possible to observe in Figure 18 a 
quite good agreement for the windward face of the hangar, although the suction peak obtained 
is higher (about 20%) and somewhat delayed in position with respect to the CFD solution. This 
may be caused, to some extent, by small geometric differences between the models, but the 
inviscid nature of our methodology plays a major role here. Note that the trends in the 
comparison are similar to those already observed, for example, in Section 4.1 (see Figure 5). 
Regarding the detachment flow area, it is well captured by our solution and the overall 
comparison is satisfactory. Note that the simplified solution proposed here does not require any 
a-priori knowledge of the deformed model geometry (it is a result of the calculation). Also, the 
solution can be obtained in a small fraction of the time required for the CFD approach. 
Regarding the loads computed from the EN 1991-1-4 standard, these underestimate the 
maximum and minimum pressures compared to our results and the CFD solution, but the overall 
section load would be comparable. However, this result does not extrapolate to the entire 
structure. As shown below, the simplified distribution of loads in the standard (only for a few 
tributary areas) and the lack of aeroelastic redistribution have a large impact on the predicted 
structural response. 
Figure 19 shows our results for the horizontal displacements (plane x-y). Positive pressures 
compress the windward face of the hangar while negative pressures (suction) appear on the rest 
of the structure. The maximum longitudinal and lateral displacements calculated are 0.25 and 
0.75 meters, respectively. Regarding the vertical deformation, the roof suction causes a 
displacement of about 0.5 m (Figure 20, left). The reaction forces at the anchor points are also 
shown in Figure 20 (right), and the fabric principal stresses are displayed in Figure 21.  
 
Figure 19. H20 horizontal displacements under lateral wind in the positive x-direction (displacement 
magnification x5). 
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Figure 20. H20 vertical displacements and anchoring reaction forces (displacement magnification x5). 
 
Figure 21. H20 fabric principal stresses S1 and S2 (displacement magnification x5). 
When applying the design loads from EN 1991-1-4 to the same structural model, the maximum 
longitudinal and lateral displacements become 0.56 m and 2.33 m, respectively, and the roof 
vertical motion is 0.93 m. The maximum vertical reactions (modulus) at the anchor points along 
the tubes and enclosures are 23.3 kN and 12.3kN, respectively. All these values are more than 
twice those obtained with our coupled solution. Building regulations are, by design, 
conservative. This, coupled with the overly simplistic methods used to compute the design 
loads, results in vastly overestimated forces. According to the manufacturer’s experience, the 
values obtained from the coupled solution and CFD (which agree reasonably well) are much 
more realistic for the wind conditions studied (personal communication to the authors). Since 
load estimations drive many critical decisions in design, it is clear that improved analysis 
methodologies, like the one presented here, can be very useful for developing innovative and 
more efficient inflatable structures.  
5 CONCLUSIONS 
An efficient approach for aeroelastic solution of inflatable structures has been presented. The 
methodology combines explicit finite-element structural dynamics and enhanced potential flow 
aerodynamics. The solver is a low-order panel method modified to take into account the main 
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characteristics of the flow around bluff shapes. To this end, the inviscid solution is used to 
automatically predict the detached flow areas (using the Stratford’s method) and the pressure 
field is corrected accordingly. This procedure takes into account viscous separation effects on 
the wind loads acting while retaining all the advantages of the original inviscid approach.  
Several validation benchmarks allowed testing the methodology on problems having similar 
geometric and flow characteristics in a wide range of Reynolds number. The results showed a 
better performance of the method for high-Re conditions (above critical) and when Stratford’s 
variable S(x) is increased. The original Stratford’s limits worked slightly better for lower Re 
numbers; however, in these cases the accuracy of the method depended more on whether the 
inviscid pressure distribution succeeded in reproducing the actual characteristics of the flow 
(magnitude and position of the pressure suction peak) than on the Stratford’s limit employed. 
The tests performed show that a value S(x)=0.5 provides acceptable results over the typical 
range of Reynolds numbers (106-107) encountered in practice. 
In addition, the numerical results show that for some problems and Reynolds numbers, the lack 
of pressure correction upstream the separation point can degrade the accuracy of the results. By 
construction, the method does not take into account the reduction of the suction peak that occurs 
as the separation point moves upstream with changing conditions (in that area the purely 
potential solution is retained). This error is often larger than the uncertainty introduced by the 
choice of S(x), and should be the primary focus for future improvements. In this regard, an 
enhanced version of the model that applies empirical pressure correction upstream of the 
separation area (based on the extent of the detached region) is currently under development. If 
successful, this should yield important improvements to the accuracy of the method. 
Overall, the results obtained indicate that the enhanced aerodynamic model can estimate wind 
loads on inflatable bluff structures with reasonable accuracy, at a small fraction of cost of high-
fidelity CFD approaches. In addition, the method can be used to improve the design process of 
real inflatable structures by providing inexpensive aeroelastic solutions. All in all, the solution 
approach developed strikes a balance between accuracy and computational cost that makes it 
suitable for routine design tasks. It can prove especially useful in the design of structures with 
unconventional characteristics, where standard design practices become unreliable. 
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